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n January we acquired the A10 Center in Wildau, and in October we announced the purchase of the Billstedt-Center in Hamburg. This
expanded our portfolio to 18 centers. 2010 also
saw us increase our shares in the Altmarkt-Galerie
in Dresden, City-Point in Kassel, City-Arkaden in
Wuppertal and Main-Taunus-Zentrum in Sulzbach.
And finally, at the start of 2011, we boosted our
stake in the Stadt-Galerie Hameln.
We intend to keep on growing in 2011: our expansion project in Dresden and the development of the
Triangle in Wildau were completed in late March
and early April. The Main-Taunus-Zentrum
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extension is expected to open its doors to customers in November. Taking these three projects into
account, our portfolio now consists of 14 centers in Germany, two in Poland and one in both
Austria and Hungary. These offer a total of 2,170
shops covering an area of 848,800 m².
At 89%, the focus of our investment activity
clearly lies in Germany. As in previous years, we
are particularly proud of our consistently high
occupancy rate of 99% on average, which shows
the quality of our portfolio.
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Germany

Abroad

Total

704,200

144,600

848,800

1,620

550

2,170

Occupancy rate**

99%

99%

99%

Inhabitants in
catchment area
in millions

11,7

3,3

15,0

14

4

18

As at March 2010

Leasable space
in m²*
no. of shops*

no. of centers
* including expansions
** including office space

CusTomisaTion spanning several
10,000 m2
In real estate, as in retail, location has always
played a pivotal role. Our tenants want to be
wherever their customers expect them to be. Each
of our 18 shopping centers is in its own prime
location: the majority of our properties are in city
centres, in places where people have been coming
together for centuries to ply their trades. Often
our centers are immediately adjacent to local
pedestrian zones. Our portfolio also includes
shopping centers in established out-of-town locations. These are properties that for many years now
have represented a welcome change for customers
from shopping in the city and they each have
inter-regional significance.
Right from the very beginning, our focus with new
projects is on the transport links for each property:
in city centres, we seek out locations close to local
public transport hubs. These might be central
bus stations, which in Hameln and Passau, for
example, are situated right alongside our properties. What is more, all our centers have their own
parking facilities that offer visitors convenient
parking on favourable terms, even in city centres,
thereby ensuring good accessibility by car. Our
out-of-town properties offer a huge number of
free parking spaces. These particular locations are
alongside motorways, making them very easy to
reach. Parking spaces reserved for women and the
disabled are offered as part of the service at all our
shopping centers.
The tenant structure at each of our 18 properties
is the result of a long and intensive process that
is about specifically complementing the offering
of the city centre in question. Our goal remains
always to work with traders in the neighbourhood
to make the entire location more attractive so that
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everyone can benefit from the increased appeal
of the city centre as a whole. Our centers often
play an active role in marketing and managing
the city concerned, both financially and from the
perspective of creative and personnel input. We
are always keen to work with others in a spirit of
fairness and partnership.

iT goes WiThouT saying ThaT We design
our properTies To suiT all generaTions and
ThaT every visiTor should Feel They are in
good hands, no maTTer WhaT Their age.

When we are designing our locations, one factor that always receives special attention is the
architecture: specific plot requirements are just as
important as the functional needs of our tenants.
We also have a responsibility to the city that we are
keen to fulfil. The shopping centers should blend
in with their surroundings as much as possible,
while also having an exterior that does justice to
modern architecture. We work on this very closely
with the relevant local authorities. The outcome
is often an architectural gem, where even historical buildings can be carefully integrated into the
center if possible, as is the case, for example, with
the listed Intecta building, which is now part of
the Altmarkt-Galerie in Dresden.

green energy
We are particularly proud of the fact that, from
2011, all our German centers will be supplied with
green electricity. With our foreign properties we
are planning to switch to energy from renewable
sources over the next few years. It is also our goal
to continuously reduce the overall energy consumption of our properties and in so doing to cut
CO2 emissions. To achieve this aim, we are using
ultramodern technologies, such as heat exchangers
and environmentally friendly lighting systems. We
are also working with our tenants to try to keep
reducing energy consumption in the individual
shops as well.

Our shopping centers also need to be impressive
inside so that visitors and customers enjoy shopping there, first and foremost, and find them a
pleasant place to be. To achieve this, we adopt a
simple and timeless architecture that makes use
of fine materials. Quiet rest areas and fountains
invite people to pause a while, innovative lighting
concepts create the right atmosphere in the mall
to suit the time of day, and state-of-the-art climate
control technology guarantees a pleasant temperature all year round. Everything is designed to make
each visitor feel good and want to keep coming
back. An ongoing modernisation and optimisation
programme also ensures that our centers remain
competitive and retain their value.
It goes without saying that we design our properties to suit all generations and that every visitor
should feel they are in good hands, no matter what
their age. Thanks to wide malls, escalators and
lifts, it is possible to explore every corner of the
center without too much effort, even with a pushchair or wheelchair. Play areas await our smallest
visitors and invite shoppers to take some time out.
Massage chairs are available for customers to use
in the mall for a small fee, providing necessary
relaxation as a break from shopping.

FlexibiliTy brings opporTuniTies
Retail always involves change. Particularly in recent
years, it has been evident that many retailers are
considerably expanding their premises, enabling
them to convert the shop from purely a retail area
into an experience arena. For instance, customers
are being given the opportunity more and more to

altmarkt-galerie, dresden

spend time alone in the shop thoroughly testing
the product they desire (entertainment electronics,
for example). A further trend is the tendency for
more intensive consultations, which take place,
say, at a coffee bar integrated into the shop.
We are able to provide customised solutions to
meet the demand for ever more varied spaces: in
our centers we can provide all tenants with the
exact floor plan they need to realise their concepts. And we can even be flexible over the years.
It is possible to adapt virtually any retail space,
making it bigger or smaller, without major effort
or expense by shifting the internal walls. Reducing a larger retail space, for example, creates an
opportunity to integrate a new concept into the
shopping center.
This is one of the main distinctions between
our concept and the traditional shopping street
with its rigid floor plans that have to be put up
with the way they are. It is often the case that
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certain retailers wait until a shopping center has
been erected before entering the market in a
city because of a lack of suitable spaces for them
beforehand in the city centre. The whole of the
retail sector in the city centre ultimately benefits
from the resultant addition to the offering.
besT loCaTions
The catchment areas around our centers are home
to 15 million people, just under 12 million of
them in Germany. This gives us access in theory
to 13% of the German population.

A location's catchment area is a major factor for
us when it comes to selecting an investment: this
is ascertained according to standardised rules for
all shopping centers and represents the number of
potential customers for the location in question.
One of the considerations is what journey times a
potential customer in the region would accept for
the corresponding range of products. The influence of the relevant local competitive situation also
has to be taken into account.

The 10 largesT TenanTs
share of rental income in %

metro group

7.1%

douglas group

4.6%

h&m

2.5%

reWe

2.2%

peek & Cloppenburg

2.1%

C&a

2.0%

new yorker

1.9%

inditex group

1.8%

deichmann

1.8%

esprit

1.4%

total of top
10 tenants:

term of agreements, share in %

6.3%

2012

10.6%

2013

3.2%

2014

10.5%

2015

9.5%

our 10 largesT TenanTs
With a share of 7.1%, the Metro Group is our
biggest tenant. It is one of the most important
international retailers and is represented in a large
number of our centers by its selling brands Media
Markt and Saturn (consumer electronics), Realhypermarket and Galeria Kaufhof department
store. Behind this in second place is the Douglas
Group, one of Europe's leading retailers, which,
with its divisions Douglas perfumeries, Thalia
bookshops, Christ jewellery shops, AppelrathCüpper fashion stores and Hussel confectioners, is a
tenant of our centers and has a share of 4.6% in
our overall rental volume.
Our rental agreement portfolio is very diversified:
our top 10 tenants are responsible for considerably
less than a third of our rental income, which shows
that there is no dependency on individual tenants.
long-Term renTal agreemenTs
The rental agreements that we sign with our tenants tend to have a standard term of ten years. As
at 31 December 2010 the weighted residual term
of the rental agreements in our portfolio was 6.4
years, with 59.9 % of our rental agreements being
secured until at least 2016.

other tenants:

72.6%

27.4%

long-Term renTal agreemenTs

2011

Anteil in% der Mietererlöse
as at 31 december 2010
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Anteil in% der Mietererlöse
as at 31 december 2010

2016 et sqq.

59.9%

exTernal managemenT oF The
shopping CenTers
Management of our 18 shopping centers has been
outsourced to our partner ECE Projektmanagement. ECE has also been commissioned to execute
the expansion of our centers in Dresden and
Sulzbach as well as the development of the A10
Triangle in Wildau.
ECE has been developing, planning, implementing, renting out and managing shopping centers
since 1965. With 132 facilities currently under its
management, the company is Europe’s leader for
shopping centers.
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Deutsche EuroShop benefits from this experience
both inside Germany and abroad. Thanks to our
streamlined structure, we are therefore able to focus
on our core business and competence, portfolio
management.
www.ece.com
opTimisaTion, noT maximisaTion
One of the core tasks of center management is
putting together the right combination of shops
to suit the property and the local area. This mix of
tenants and sectors is tailored perfectly to the location in each case and is constantly refined. It is the
result of a precise analysis of the local retail sector.
Center management is also about identifying the
wishes and needs of customers. We always create
space in our centers for retailers from sectors that,
on account of current rents in prime locations,
can scarcely be found in city centres anymore,
such as toy and porcelain shops. This also enables
us to give new businesses and niche concepts an
opportunity.
There is one key area in which we set ourselves
apart from the majority of building owners in
the pedestrian zone: as long-term investors, it is
our goal to achieve permanent rent optimisation
rather than short-term maximisation. We want to
offer our customers and visitors an attractive mix.
Rather than focus on each shop space in isolation,
we look at the property as a whole. The rent in each
case is calculated primarily on the basis of the sales
potential of the sector to which the tenant belongs
as well as of its location within the shopping center.
All sides benefit from this system: as the landloaround we are able to build a relationship of trust
with our tenants for the long term; our tenants
benefit from high visitor numbers achieved due
to the varied mix; and our customers appreciate
the very wide choice of shops. These range from
different fashion concepts to accessories and health
and beauty retailers, right through to professional
services such as bank and post office branches.
There are also various dining options for our
guests: cafés, fast-food restaurants and ice-cream
parlours supply refreshment or nourishment inbetween shopping.
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reTail mix

as at 31 december 2010

in % of space

service providers

1.3%

Catering

4.4%

regional TenanT mix
in % of space
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as at 31 december 2010

(inter)national
chains

48%

individual
merchants

28%

regional
chains

24%

health products sector 5.9%
groceries

department stores

7.1%

11.7%

hardware/electronics 21.6%

Clothing

48.0%

seCTor diversiTy
The fashion industry dominates our retail mix
at 48.0%. The fashion expertise of our centers is
confirmed time and again in customer surveys. It
is one reason why customers are willing to travel
sometimes long distances from the surrounding
area to enjoy the wide selection and the quality of
the professional advice.
The individual tenant mix provides each of our
centers with a character all of its own. In our
shopping centers, we always make sure that there
is a healthy blend of regional and local traders as
well as national and international chain stores.
This contrasts starkly with the main shopping
streets, where, according to studies in Germany,
chain stores occupy over 90% of the retail space
in some cases. The small-scale structure of our
centers offers visitors something different each
time and the opportunity to satisfy a vast range
of consumer needs.
Well-knoWn TenanTs
Our tenants are a decisive success factor. They
include Aldi, Apple, Bench, Bijou Brigitte, Breuninger, Burger King, C&A, Christ, dm-drogerie
markt, Deutsche Post, Deutsche Telekom,
Douglas, Esprit, Fielmann, Gerry Weber, Görtz,
H&M, Hollister, Jack&Jones, Media Markt, Marc

O’Polo, New Yorker, Nordsee, Peek & Cloppenburg, REWE, Saturn, s.Oliver, Subway, Thalia,
Timberland, TK Maxx, Tom Tailor, Tommy
Hilfiger, Vero Moda, Vodafone, WMF and Zara.
shopping as a leisure aCTiviTy
At our centers, visitors can always rely on standard
opening hours, unlike in the traditional city centre
where each individual retailer decides for itself how
long it will be open. Whether it is an optician or a
travel agency, every tenant will be open to visitors
for the center's full opening hours. This too is a
strategic advantage that is appreciated particularly
by customers who have to come a long way.
In the center itself, the focus is always on service.
There are Service Points manned by friendly staff
who can answer any questions about the facility. Gift vouchers can be purchased here, and in
many of our centers there is also the opportunity
to hire pushchairs. Customers can feel safe at all
times thanks to the deployment of discreet security personnel. Baby changing rooms, customer
toilets and cash machines complete the offering.
Cleanliness at all times is a given.

Every one of our tenants is automatically also a
member of the marketing association of the center
in question. This means that each tenant pays a
share of the center's marketing costs and plays an
active role in a marketing strategy committee. This
plans events together with the center management,
making the shopping center into a lively marketplace: fashion shows, art exhibitions, countrythemed weeks and information events dealing
with a whole range of topics provide visitors
with new impressions and experiences time and
again. Local associations and municipal authorities are also involved in the plans and given the
opportunity to represent themselves in the center.
The lavish center decorations for the Easter and
Christmas periods are among the projects handled
by the marketing associations.
Another important area of the work is coordinating a coherent advertising presence for the center
as a whole as well as editing a center newspaper,
which is distributed as an insert in regional daily
newspapers in the catchment area and provides
readers with regular and professional updates on
events and news relating to the center. Radio ads,
adverts on and inside local public transport, and
illuminated advertising posters ensure that the
advertising measures reach a large audience.
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Deutsche EuroShop’s key investment guidelines
can be summarised as follows:
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Deutsche EuroShop invests exclusively in
shopping centers.
The minimum property size is 15,000 m²
of which no more than 15% may be office
space or other non-commercial usage.
The locations must feature a catchment
area of at least 300,000 inhabitants.

.
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Top models in kassel On 24 and 25 September 2010, City-Point Kassel
played host to the fashion event of the year. Over the two days, the fashion highlights
from the autumn/winter collections of well-known brands were presented under the
slogan “Shopping at City-Point“. Besides musical entertainment, visitors were also
treated to another rather special event: the final of Kassel’s casting competition Top
Model 2010, which saw a high-profile jury (including Monica Ivancan and Jorge
Gonzales) crown the two winners on the catwalk in the middle of the centre. Their
prize was a professional photoshoot.

legends oF The road on display in hamburg From 16-28 August 2010,
fathers and sons in particular visiting the Phoenix-Center in Hamburg were thrilled to
discover the Mercedes-Benz Classic exhibition “A journey through innovation” as a guest
in the mall, with all manner of valuable classics on display. From its invention by Karl
Benz and Gottlieb Daimler in 1886 through to the present day, the automobile has seen
radical innovations in every decade in the areas of safety, comfort, design, the environment and drive technology. Among the vehicles to admire from this journey through time
were a Mercedes-Benz 260D (W 138) from 1939 (the world’s first series-produced diesel
passenger car) and a 300 SL (W 198), built in 1955, a legend with its gull-wing doors.

vhs live in hameln From 19-28 August 2010, under the slogan “VHS Live –
Fun included”, Volkshochschule (VHS) Hameln-Pyrmont (Hameln-Pyrmont Adult
Education Centre) presented itself to the public in the Stadt-Galerie Hameln with a
number of presentations and talks, hands-on activities, games and information stands.
Eighty course leaders presented over 100 courses covering a wide variety of subjects,
ranging from oriental dance to complementary healthcare. In a “glass classroom” in the
centre of the mall, 15-minute crash courses gave visitors a taste of the diverse range of
courses on offer.

horror in hamm From 24-26 September 2010 the Allee-Center Hamm
participated in the “RUHR.2010 – Kulturhauptstadt Europas“ (European Capital of
Culture) project with a very special show: a covered parking deck was transformed into
a stage for the cult musical “The Little Shop of Horrors”. Around 60 people and a fivepiece live band put on the impressive musical for an audience of more than 1,600. An
unforgettable experience both for visitors and for the centre management team, which
put a lot of effort into organising the event together with Hamm Music School.
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investOrs Are
lOOking fOr
“green” centers
sustainability is gaining in importance
by dr. ludwig vogel mriCs

The Three pillars oF susTainabiliTy
“Sustainability is the concept of the ongoing,
future-oriented development of the economic,
environmental and social dimension of human
existence. These three pillars of sustainability
interact with each other and require balanced
coordination over the long term.”
The Study Commission “Protection of Mankind
and the Environment” set up by the thirteenth German Bundestag describes, through its formulation
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The Three pillars oF susTainabiliTy

the three
PillArs Of
sustAinAbility

eConomiC
_ Enabling competition
and market forces
_ high employment
_ Price stability
_ Level balance of trade
_ Continuous economic
growth

of the goals of sustainable development, how social
responsibility, economic performance and protection of the natural environment are inextricably
linked. It is only by viewing these three pillars of
sustainability holistically and considering economic requirements within the boundaries of the
ecosystem that social prosperity can be achieved
(see Figure 1). Looking at one of these three
dimensions in isolation is sure to pose a threat to
sustainable development.*

susTainabiliTy
environmenTal
_ Energy and raw
material productivity
_ Share of renewable
energies
_ Pollution
_ Increase in area developed for settlement and
transport
_ Demographic change

susTainabiliTy in The real esTaTe
indusTry
As part of an analysis of the possibilities for implementing environmental sustainability concepts
into shopping center project development, ECE
conducted a survey of 165 investors. The aim was
to enquire about investors’ current requirements
in the area of environmental sustainability and to
assess their projects in this regard.

* Final report by the Study Commission “Protection of Mankind and the Environment – Goals and Framework Conditions of
Sustainable, Forward-looking Development”, German Bundestag: parliamentary document 13/11200 of 26 June 1998

soCial
_ Prosperity
_ Peace
_ Personal freedom
_ Social security
_ Social justice
_ Promotion of health
_ Educational opportunities
_ Provision for old age
_ Ensuring the ability to
earn a living

Sustainability is an important competitive
factor – value preservation and running
costs are key reasons for engaging with the
issue
Almost 50% of investors attach a high degree of
importance to sustainability within their commercial policy. For the other half, however, there
are not yet really any signs of sustainability criteria
impacting their investment strategy. One reason for
this is the absence to date of any significant demand
pressure at the level of their own investors.
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Reasons given for engaging with the issue of sustainability include in particular potential savings
on running costs and preservations of property
values (see Figure 2). As far as energy efficiency is
concerned, commitment to sustainable measures is
closely related to trends in energy prices. The fact
that approximately 80% of the costs of a property are incurred in the form of operating costs,
whilst the ability to influence these costs declines
rapidly after the planning phase, highlights the
need to analyse potential energy savings in greater
depth during the investment phase. Such savings
on running
0 costs could potentially
20 lead to higher
40

2

net rental income over the long term. Only 19%
of investors refer to the possibility of increasing
profits as a motive for engaging with sustainability.
According to the responses given, improvements
to the company’s image and legal consideration are
also only secondary motives.

Lower initial returns are acceptable
Around 37% of German investors would accept a
lower initial return as a result of environmentally
sustainable investments. At 65%, the willingness
shown by international investors is considerably
higher. If we look
by investor type
60 at the responses80

moTives For engaging WiTh The issue oF susTainabiliTy
Question: For what reasons does your company engage with the issue of sustainability?

image promotion
increasing profits

49%
19%

0

3

20
20

37%

40

60

40

60

80
80

susTainabiliTy versus iniTial reTurn
The initial return of a sustainable shopping center may be lower than that of one that is not sustainable.
it is assumed that the operating costs of the two properties are the same.

Closed-end funds

private equity companies

58%

43%

insurance companies 25%

reiTs or real estate companies 33%

other

Virtually all investors are willing to invest in
sustainability measures. However, half are only
willing to do so if running costs can be saved as a
result of the measures taken, and 14% only if the
investments pay off in the short term (see Figure
4). Investments must pay off within 10-15 years
for a large proportion of investors. However, bear100
ing in mind the sustainable (and therefore mainly
long-term) impact of environmental measures,
these required returns of 6.6-10% (corresponding
to a payoff period of 10-15 years) are likely to be
difficult to achieve in many cases. At the moment
at least, increasing the environmental compatibility of shopping centers (and properties in general)
requires more of a long-term perspective and cannot be realised exclusively with investments that
will pay off in the short to medium term.

Cooling is the biggest running cost

58%

sense of environmental responsibility

0

General willingness to invest in sustainable renovation

86%

saving running costs

response to legal requirements

(see Figure 3), the greatest willingness can be seen
among the initiators of closed-end funds and the
“other” group.

measures WiThin The ConTexT oF
environmenTal susTainabiliTy

79%

preserving the value of properties

Report of the
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86%

Sustainability in the area of shopping center
developments often focuses on the efficient consumption of energy, the use of regenerative energy
and the deployment of innovative technologies to
reduce CO2 emissions. One feature of shopping
100centers, for example, is that the amount of energy
needed to cool a center is twice as high as that
required to heat it. The interior lighting, visitors
100
to the center and sunlight give off so much heat
that insulation would by and large be counterproductive. The greatest sustainability potential
lies in optimised concepts for heating and cooling
centers, energy recovery, ventilation of centers and
the use of renewable energy.
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Emphasis on solar and geothermal energy
Of the technical measures relating to energy
management for shopping center projects, investors consider, in particular, the implementation
of photovoltaic systems and geothermal models,
such as geothermal heat exchangers, heat pumps
and geothermal probes, to be promising options
for the future (see Figure 6).
At present, however, it is only possible to imagine
photovoltaic systems playing a supporting role, as
meeting the annual energy demand of a center
with 30,000 m² of retail space would require a
south-facing external area of roughly 180,000 m²
covered in photovoltaic panels. Making exclusive
use of solar energy to meet the energy needs of a
shopping center appears impractical, in view of
the current efficiency of these systems. From the
perspective of sustainability, however, a supporting
role for this form of energy should be encouraged.
Using geothermal energies to cover the heating/
cooling needs of a shopping center represents a
significant step towards a “green center”, but
again this statement must be qualified as far as
the supply of energy is concerned. Only 30% of
the energy required for cooling can be covered by
this form of energy, with the remaining 70% still
having to come from conventional energy sources.
The demand for heating, however, can be met in
full by geothermal systems.

Group Management
Report

the issue and the formulation of standards appear
necessary. A willingness in principle to invest in
sustainability is in evidence, however. Reasons
such as reducing running costs and maintaining
or increasing the value of properties are particular
areas of focus in investment decisions.

0

4

10

20

30

40

50

Question: as an owner, would you be willing to invest in increasing the sustainability of the property?

yes, even if this has no direct impact on the economic
efficiency of the property.
19%

33%

yes, even if initially only the running costs of tenants are reduced.

yes, but only if the investment
pays off in the short term.

51%

14%

2%

0

5

60

implemenTaTion aT porTFolio properTies

no.

We can gather from the views expressed in the
survey that the possibility of implementing sustainability criteria in shopping center projects is
essentially regarded as positive. The assumption
is even made by 44% of investors that shopping
centers are particularly well suited to meeting
future sustainability criteria. One thing that is
certainly true is that shopping centers as a property
type have enormous environmental potential, on
account of their size and function. While successful project developers have already ensured that
the economic pillar of sustainability is firmly
embedded, the environmental pillar has yet to follow suit. There is no doubt that sustainability will
be an important factor in future investment decisions, although more in-depth discussions about
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Service

continue to increase, however, and will originate
not only from legislators, but also from investors
and tenants themselves. Even economic crises
are not an argument against, but are actually an
argument for giving consistent consideration to
environmental principles. Ignoring these principles would have more serious consequences than
any crisis, and the consequences would be irreversible.

Ultimately, sustainability appears to be a theme
that is discussed intensively within the investor community, although it is not yet having a
decisive influence on investment strategy. The
requirements relating to sustainable properties,
and consequently to shopping centers as well, will

The question of which environmental measures
are actually realistic in practice naturally depends
to a great extent on the conditions that apply at
the project site.

There is an evident desire to realise “green
centers”, and requirements are increasing.
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10

20

30

40

50

60

70

preFerred measures WiTh regard To susTainabiliTy
Question: Which of the following environmental measures do you consider to be promising for the future?

photovoltaics

77%

geothermal heat exchangers

67%

groundwater-coupled heat pumps

65%

geothermal probes

65%

Thermoactive foundations

37%

Fuel cells

35%

green electricity certificates 23%
pellet heating systems
other
none

2%

23%

80
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A10 center

t

he A10 Center in Wildau has been part of our portfolio since the beginning of 2010. This spacious
shopping centre just outside Berlin was opened in
1996 and is conveniently located on the A10 motorway
and in close proximity to Berlin-Brandenburg-International (BBI) Airport in Schönefeld, which is currently
being expanded to serve as the capital city’s main airport.
Following the acquisition of the centre, our primary concern was to complete the A10 Triangle project as quickly
as possible. This is a new construction that directly adjoins
the centre and houses many new shops. Since the Triangle
was opened on 6 April 2011, the A10 Center has offered
around 200 specialist shops as well as service providers
and catering outlets, spread over 66,000 m² of retail space.
There are 4,000 customer parking spaces.
The existing centre will be modernised by the autumn of
2011 to ensure that an even more welcoming atmosphere
awaits customers. The new building has created around
400 new jobs, which means that more than 1,000 people
now work at the centre.
Including the Triangle and the modernisation work, the
investment volume stands at approximately €265 million.
More than 630,000 people live within a 30-minute radius
of the site and over 1.15 million within a 45-minute radius
of the centre.
In addition to existing specialist shops such as Real, Karstadt Sports, Peek & Cloppenburg and C&A, a variety of
new concepts have been added since the Triangle opened,
including many new tenants from the youth and high-end
fashion sector such as Tommy Hilfiger, Jack Wolfskin
and Marc O’Polo. Additional specialist retailers such as
Fielmann, Rossmann and myToys will complete the offering in the future.
In addition to a shopping experience, the A10 Center also
offers a world of leisure, with enticing attractions such as
a multiplex cinema, bowling centre and fitness centre, as
well as “Bambooland” for children.

Wildau
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AltmArkt-gAlerie

O

n 1 July 2010 we acquired a further
17% of the shares in the AltmarktGalerie Dresden and therefore now
own 67% of this shopping centre, the expansion of which was opened amidst celebrations
on 31 March 2011.
Deutsche EuroShop invested €110 million in
this expansion. The new three-floor shopping
mall can accommodate around 100 new specialist shops. Besides 18,000 m² of additional
retail space, the expansion also includes 2,900
m² of office space and a hotel (Etap) with
around 200 rooms, which is due to open in
the autumn.

In total, the Altmarkt-Galerie now boasts
some 200 shops spread over approximately
44,000 m² of retail space and employs around
2,000 people.
A whole host of highly attractive tenants are
testament to the outstanding quality of the
site. Californian computer brand Apple and
US cult fashion label Hollister have their first
stores in eastern Germany here. Countless
other names are also represented in Dresden
for the first time, including fashion brands
Boss and Gant.

dresden

Particular attractions are a perfumery with
a nostalgic shop interior and a 1920s-style
café, which has opened in the listed former
Intecta building. This building has been
extensively renovated and lovingly integrated
into the centre’s overall concept. Many existing tenants, however, have also modernised or
partially expanded their shops for the opening
of the expansion.
Entrances located at Dresden’s public transport
hub Postplatz, at Altmarkt and at Wilsdruffer
Straße now provide the Altmarkt-Galerie with
even better transport links to the historic heart
of Dresden's city centre and, at the same time,
create attractive routes for pedestrians.
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mAin-tAunus-Zentrum

A

t the end of 2010 Deutsche EuroShop
acquired around 9% of the shares in
the Main-Taunus-Zentrum (MTZ)
near Frankfurt from an institutional investor
for approximately €17.2 million. Our shareholding in this centre, which is part of the
company’s original portfolio, has therefore
increased to 52%.
Opening in 1964, MTZ was one of the first
shopping centres in Germany and was extensively modernised and expanded between
2001 and 2004. It is located in Sulzbach on
the western outskirts of Frankfurt, directly
adjacent to the A66 (between Frankfurt and

Wiesbaden), one of Germany’s busiest motorways, and has its own motorway exit. There
are 2.2 million people living in the catchment
area and up to 40,000 customers visit the
Main-Taunus-Zentrum every day.
Once ongoing expansion work has been completed, which is expected to be in November
2011, the centre will boast retail space of
around 91,000 m² and some 170 specialist
shops featuring well-known retailers (currently including Ansons, Breuninger, H&M,
Galeria Kaufhof, Media Markt, Peek & Cloppenburg and Zara). A wealth of prominent
German and foreign brands will further

sulzbach

increase the attractiveness of the centre in
the region. A food court with restaurants and
cafés as well as specialist delicatessens, various
service providers, doctors’ practices, a multiplex cinema and a petrol station will ensure
that MTZ will be seen by many customers as
a kind of “alternative city centre”.
Following completion of expansion work on
its northern side, the centre will provide more
than 4,500 car parking spaces for visitors. We
are expecting to achieve an occupancy rate of
100% by the time the newly expanded centre
opens.
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hamburg

A

t the beginning of 2011 we acquired the Billstedt-Center in
Hamburg. The investment volume for this centre is in the region
of €160 million. It is the company's second shopping centre in
the city and the eighteenth in our portfolio overall.

The Billstedt-Center is a long-established centre that was originally
opened in two parts in 1969 and 1977 before undergoing fundamental
restructuring in 1996. It is located to the east of the city, approximately
eight kilometres from the centre. Roughly 735,000 people live in the
catchment area, and every day up to 40,000 customers visit the centre,
which is ideally situated between the local bus station, an underground
train station and the market square.
Built on two levels with a retail space of around 40,000 m2, it houses
some 110 specialist shops, all of which are let to well-known retailers.
The centre’s magnet tenants are a hypermarket (REWE Group), a consumer electronics store (Media Markt) and three fashion stores (C&A,
TK Maxx and H&M). A Karstadt department store, which is owned
by third parties, is also part of the centre. In addition, the centre boasts
around 3,500 m2 of residential and office space as well as over 1,500
parking spaces.
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The Centers

shOPPing centers – the right keys
tO success
by andreas pohl, deutsche hypothekenbank

W

hen Germany’s very first shopping
centers opened in the 1960s, hardly
anyone foresaw the way they would
develop over the coming decades. Following a
relatively modest annual increases to around 100
centers by 1990, their numbers soared in the first
decade after reunification to around 300. Today,
they cover an area of approximately 16 million m2,
spread across in excess of 400 shopping centers,
with more (reportedly up to 80) set to emerge
by 2015.
At the same time, shopping centers have now
developed into an important asset class for professional investors and are also, of course, a key focus
of the diverse financing activities of Deutsche
Hypo as a real estate bank.
The following are the two main forms of financing
sought from the market:
1. Asset financing, i.e. funding for the purchase
of existing shopping centers or rescheduling of
current funding.
2. Financing of project developments, i.e. traditional interim financing for new centers during
the construction phase through to completion.
On top of these, as a combination of the above
two types of financing, there is:
3. Finance for the purchase of existing shopping
centers and subsequent support for renovation
measures as part of a regeneration project.
While the bank can draw on previous experiences
when it comes to financing existing centers and
can base future developments on these, an assessment is considerably more difficult when supporting a new construction project

As a bank we have the scope to limit the economic
credit risk adequately by restricting the level of
financing, incorporating borrowers’ liability or
adopting LTV (loan to value) or DSCR (debt
service coverage ratio) covenants.
We know that not all existing or even new shopping centers will post a positive performance and
hence meet the expectations placed on them. As
such, the financing bank, like the investor, is faced
with the critical question of which criteria may be
crucial for determining the success of a shopping
center and so need to be taken into account in an
investment or financing decision.

a suCCessFul
CenTer needs a
balanCed mix oF
small and mediumsized shops
First of all, it is necessary to define the product in
question. Unlike smaller centers in medium-sized
towns, which are to be seen as complementing
or competing with the city centre retail trade,
regional shopping centers must be of an appropriate size with suitable pull and appeal.
Critical mass is decisive. This is the minimum
size that enables appropriate appeal and therefore
regional pull to be achieved. At the same time, of
course, having the right blend of sectors and tenants in the center, in terms of quality and quantity,
is a key success factor alongside attractive anchor
tenants that provide for a core number of visitors and accordingly act as a magnet, a successful
center needs a balanced mix of small and mediumsized shops that offer high-profile national and
international brands.

What is more, it is important not just to make
the act of shopping a pleasurable experience but
also to create an atmosphere of wellbeing for customers that invites them to stay for longer, with
corresponding effects on purchase decisions. Key
contributory factors here are the architecture,
floor plan, functionality and state of the property.
Good, varied catering facilities are the final piece
of the jigsaw.
Besides these design factors, which obviously also
include infrastructural elements such as the location, transport links and availability of car parking,
basic economic facts also have a decisive influence
on the long-term success of a center. The quality
of the rental agreements, the reasonableness of
the rents relative to floor space productivity and
the level of any ancillary costs secure long-term
economic viability for owners and tenants alike.
The challenge of meeting the ongoing demands of
competition calls for a professional operator able
to recognise changes early and respond to them
correctly and in good time with suitable measures.
Last but not least, the financing structure must
of course suit the project in question and the
corresponding characteristics. This involves, in
particular, having flexible solutions to cope with
the constant change processes associated with this
type of property.
The above factors are not exhaustive, but they do
provide a good overview of the complexity and
diversity of this type of financing. It goes without
saying that the size of the individual investments
will also dictate special requirements in terms of
the quality of the parties involved, i.e. investors
and operators.
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At A glAnce
shOPPing centers
germAny
as of april 2011

1 Wildau / berlin

///

2 sulzbaCh / FrankFurT ///

3 dresden

///

4 viernheim

///

5 hamburg-billsTedT

6 hamburg-harburg /// 7 WeTzlar /// 8 hamm /// 9 WolFsburg /// 10 dessau /// 11 WupperTal ///
12 kassel

1

///

13 passau

///

14 hameln

a10 CenTer, Wildau / berlin

investments:

100%

purchased by des:

January 2010

leasable space:

around 120,000 m²

of which retail space:

around 66,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 200

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 1.2 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 4,000

grand opening:

1996,

renovation / modernisation:
anchor tenants:

2010 – 2011

real, karstadt sports, C&a,
h&m, peek & Cloppenburg

www.a10center.de

Shopping

2
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Investor Relations

Group Management
Report

main-Taunus-zenTrum, sulzbaCh / FrankFurT

investments:

Service

www.main-taunus-zentrum.de

52.0%

purchased by des:

september 2000

leasable space:

around 117,000 m²*

of which retail space:

around 91,000 m²*

no. of shops:

around 170

occupancy rate:

100% (existing part)

Catchment area:

around 2.2 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 4,500*

grand opening:

1964

renovation / modernisation:

2004

expansion:

2011

anchor tenants:

Consolidated
Financial Statements

breuninger, galeria kaufhof,
karstadt, media markt

*incl. expansion: (opening planned for november 2011)

3

alTmarkT-galerie, dresden

investments:
purchased by des:

67.0%
september 2000

leasable space:

around 76,500 m²

of which retail space:

around 44,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 220

occupancy rate:

95%

Catchment area:

around 1.0 m. inhabitants

parking:
grand opening:
expansion:
anchor tenants:

around 520
2002
2011
saturn, sinnleffers, zara,
sportscheck

www.altmarkt-galerie.de
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rhein-neCkar-zenTrum, viernheim

investments:
purchased by des:

99.9%
around 69,000 m²

of which retail space:

around 59,400 m²
around 100

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 1.4 m. inhabitants

parking:

www.rhein-neckar-zentrum-viernheim.de

september 2000

leasable space:
no. of shops:

Report of the
Supervisory Board

around 3,500

grand opening:

1972

renovation / expansion:

2003

anchor tenants:
engelhorn active Town,
peek & Cloppenburg, h&m, zara, C&a, Tk maxx

5

billsTedT-CenTer, hamburg
investments:
purchased by des:
leasable space:

100%
January 2011
around 43,400 m²
(without karstadt)

of which retail space:

around 41,125 m²
(without karstadt)

no. of shops:

around 110

occupancy rate:

99%

Catchment area:

around 0.7 m. inhabitants

parking:
grand opening:
renovation:
anchor tenants:

1,500
1969 / 1977
1996
reWe, media markt, C&a,
Tk maxx, h&m

www.billstedt-center.de

Shopping
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Report
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www.phoenix-center-harburg.de

50.0%

purchased by des:

august 2003

leasable space:

around 38,700 m²

of which retail space:

around 30,300 m²

no. of shops:

around 110

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.6 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 1,600

grand opening:

2004

anchor tenants:
media markt, karstadt sports,
new yorker, h&m, C&a, reWe, sinnleffers

7

Forum, WeTzlar
investments:
purchased by des:

www.forum-wetzlar.de

65.0%
october 2003

leasable space:

around 34,300 m²

of which retail space:

around 23,500 m²

no. of shops:

around 110

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.5 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 1,700

grand opening:

2005

anchor tenants:

kaufland, media markt, Thalia
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allee-CenTer, hamm

www.allee-center-hamm.de

investments:
purchased by des:

88.9%
april 2002

leasable space:

around 34,000 m²

of which retail space:

around 21,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 85

occupancy rate:

99%

Catchment area:

around 1.0 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 1,300

grand opening:
renovation:
anchor tenants:

9

1992
2003, 2009
h&m, peek & Cloppenburg,
saturn, C&a

CiTy-galerie, WolFsburg

investments:
purchased by des:

www.city-galerie-wolfsburg.de

89.0%
september 2000

leasable space:

around 30,800 m²

of which retail space:

around 20,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 95

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.3 m. inhabitants

parking:
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around 800

grand opening:

2001

anchor tenants:

reWe, saturn, new yorker

Shopping
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raThaus-CenTer, dessau

investments:
purchased by des:
leasable space:
of which retail space:

Group Management
Report

Consolidated
Financial Statements

Service

www.rathaus-center-dessau.de

94.9%
november 2005
around 30,400 m²
around 20,000 m²
(without karstadt)

no. of shops:

97%

Catchment area:

around 0.5 m. inhabitants

parking:

11

around 80

occupancy rate:

around 840

grand opening:

1995

anchor tenants:

h&m, Thalia, Tk maxx

CiTy-arkaden, WupperTal

investments:
purchased by des:

www.city-arkaden-wupptertal.de

100%
september 2000

leasable space:

around 28,700 m²

of which retail space:

around 20,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 90

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.7 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 650

grand opening:

2001

anchor tenants:

akzenta, medimax, zara,
h&m, Thalia
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CiTy-poinT, kassel

www.city-point-kassel.de

investments:
purchased by des:

100%
september 2000

leasable space:

around 28,200 m²

of which retail space:

around 20,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 70

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.8 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 220

grand opening:

2002

renovation:
anchor tenants:

13

2009
hugendubel, saturn, h&m,
new yorker

sTadT-galerie, passau

investments:
purchased by des:

www.stadtgalerie-passau.de

75.0%
december 2006

leasable space:

around 27,300 m²

of which retail space:

around 22,700 m²

no. of shops:

around 90

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.4 m. inhabitants

parking:
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around 470

grand opening:

2008

anchor tenants:

saturn, C&a, esprit, Thalia
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sTadT-galerie, hameln

investments:

Service

www.stadt-galerie-hameln.de

100%

purchased by des:

november 2005

leasable space:

around 25,900 m²

of which retail space:

around 19,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 90

occupancy rate:

99%

Catchment area:

around 0.4 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 510

grand opening:

Frühjahr 2008

anchor tenants: müller drogerie, new yorker, real

The Centers

At A glAnce
shOPPing centers
AbrOAd
as of april 2011

1 gdansk, poland

///

2 klagenFurT, ausTria

///

3 péCs, hungary

///

4 WroClaW, poland
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galeria baŁTyCka, gdansk, poland

investments:
purchased by des:

74.0%
around 39,500 m²

of which retail space:

around 39,500 m²
around 200

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 1.1 m. inhabitants

parking:

www.galeriabaltycka.pl

august 2006

leasable space:
no. of shops:
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around 1,100

grand opening:

2007

anchor tenants:

saturn, peek & Cloppenburg,
zara, h&m, Carrefour

2

CiTy arkaden, klagenFurT, ausTria

investments:
purchased by des:

50.0%
august 2004

leasable space:

around 36,900 m²

of which retail space:

around 27,000 m²

no. of shops:

around 120

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 0.4 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 880

grand opening:

2006

anchor tenants:

C&a, peek & Cloppenburg,
saturn, zara, h&m

www.city-arkaden.at

Shopping
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ÁrkÁd, péCs, hungary

investments:
purchased by des:

50.0%
november 2002
around 35,300 m²

of which retail space:

around 35,000 m²
around 130

occupancy rate:

98%

Catchment area:

around 0.5 m. inhabitants

parking:
grand opening:

Service

www.arkadpecs.hu

leasable space:
no. of shops:

Consolidated
Financial Statements

around 850
2004

anchor tenants: C&a, interspar, media markt, h&m

4

galeria dominikanska, WroClaW, poland

investments:
purchased by des:

33.3%
dezember 2003

leasable space:

around 32,900 m²

of which retail space:

around 30,500 m²

no. of shops:

around 100

occupancy rate:

100%

Catchment area:

around 1.3 m. inhabitants

parking:

around 920

grand opening:

2001

anchor tenants:

C&a, media markt, van graaf,
varner, reserved, Carrefour

www.galeria-dominikanska.pl
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